
The Raspberry Pi case that includes an integrated USB hub

 Special Case
Managing connectors for the Raspberry Pi can be a problem; sometimes cables 

stick out every which way, and true chaos sets in when you need a USB hub. The 

MediaPi case from SB Components offers an organizing solution. By Bernhard Bablok

The Rasp Pi community has proven to be 
very creative in the design and produc-
tion of cases [1], optimizing the cases 
they use by intended purpose. The cases 

that have been optimized for size have cable con-
nectors located on the outer sides of the case.

However, problems arise with very stiff cables. 
Using cables for HDMI, network, and USB at 

once pushes a case in all four directions, making 
the case difficult to assemble. Such problems only 

get worse when the configuration includes an addi-
tional active USB hub, because then you’ll need at least 

one more USB hub cable and often another power cable leading 
to the nearest electrical outlet. When the dimensions of a case 
are not large enough to fit over a particular configuration, the 
Rasp Pi can look fairly messy.

If you are looking for a solution that is tidy enough for a 
common living area, the MediaPi case from SB Compo-
nents [2] offers a unique approach.

Delivery anD assembly
The MediaPi case [3] comes with a power supply and 
adapter plugs for various countries and a set of English 
language instructions. The case itself is made of plastic 
and takes up about six times as much space as a normal 
Pi case (Figure 1). Overheating is not a problem be-
cause the ventilation holes work very well.

A board with an active USB hub has been placed in 
the rear of the case and, as a result, almost all of the 
connectors for the Pi lead out from there (Figure 2). 
This choice of location for the connectors is created 
by running short cables from the Rasp Pi itself to 
the interior board. Only the ribbon cable for the SD 
card connector extends out from the front. Le
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The cables are just right in terms of length 
and location for the Pi. Therefore, it is proba-
bly not necessary to read the instructions 
thoroughly. For stability, the Rasp Pi board is 
snapped into place with small plastic clamps.

Because the case only uses one of the two 
USB ports on the Rasp Pi, the second port re-
mains available for other purposes. You 
could, for example, connect internal bulk 
memory in the form of USB sticks, or you 
could connect a WiFi dongle. Because the 
case is made out of plastic, it does not block 
or shield WiFi signals. In general, the poten-
tial exists for the user to install several USB 
devices via a mini USB hub and then fit them 
all inside the generously sized case.

measurements
Although the case is effective at making 
order out of tangled cables, the question 
arises as to the effect that the added elec-
tronic parts have on energy consumption, 
function, and performance. Measurements of 
electricity usage obtained by using a stan-
dard household device purchased at a home 
building supply store are no different with 
the case than without. The HDMI connector 
also functions without problem.

Network performance is measured with 
iperf. To understand the performance mea-
surements, you should start the correspond-
ing server on the Rasp Pi via iperf ‑s. Using 
another computer, you can call up the fol-
lowing command,

# iperf ‑c pi ‑f M 

where pi is the hostname of the Rasp Pi. The 
combination measures raw network perfor-

mance and gives the theoretical upper limit 
for network throughput. On the application 
level, only part of this limit is available. 
Nothing conspicuous is shown in the mea-
surements taken with and without the 
Media Pi case, meaning there is clean pro-
cessing by the network connector on the ad-
ditional board.

The USB ports also function with the per-
formance anticipated. The starting current of 
an external USB hard drive that caused prob-
lems on other computers also affected the 
Media Pi in the same way. Using a Y cable 
makes the drive run without any problems. 
The 3amp power supply that comes with the 
case works just fine to power the four ports 
and the Raspberry Pi.

room for improvement
The case is convincing in all respects. Still, it 
has some room for improvement. For exam-
ple, it would cost the manufacturer just a few 

Figure 1: The cables are laid out so that they go from the Rasp Pi to a board that administers the active USB hub.

Figure 2: With the exception of the SD card slot, all connectors for the case are located in the 

rear of the case.
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image and sound, it is possible to use the 
case for the B+, although you will have to 
do some retro-fitting, like filing off mount-
ings, to account for the differences in di-
mensions that exist between the Rasp Pi 
models.

The MediaPi case sends a clear message 
that its manufacturer takes a long-term view 
of the Raspberry Pi. Add-on components for 
the Rasp Pi are the rule and not the excep-
tion. Cases currently on the market made by 
other manufacturers might accommodate a 
Pi, together with a display screen or a cam-
era, but they are not able to accommodate 
both of these extra components at the same 
time, not to mention a compartment for a 
power supply.

A small streaming server would need a 
case that also offers space for a hard drive. 
Developments in the area of 3D printing offer 
some hope. Perhaps somebody will invent a 
push-fit system for case parts of different 
sizes that a service provider can then print as 
desired by a customer.  ● ● ●

extra cents to include an infrared receiver 
and connecting cable. Retrofitting an infrared 
receiver is possible even without knowing 
how to solder, but it is necessary to bore a 
hole through the plastic.

When asked, the manufacturer indicated 
that the next version of the case will correct 
this shortcoming. Kodi users, however, 
don’t need to worry about this, because 
they don’t need an IR remote control any-
way (see the “Kodi” box for more informa-
tion). They control the media center either 
over an app on a smartphone or via a CEC 
remote control from a TV that transmits sig-
nals over HDMI.

The second point of criticism about the 
case concerns the USB ports. The active hub 

complies with specifications and 
delivers 500mA. However, 

more power would be 
beneficial because 

external hard 
drives use 

more energy. 
It would 
also have 
been a 
good idea 
to loop a 
USB port 
through to 

the front of 
the case in-

stead of just 
putting an SD 

card connector 
there. Special precau-

tions are necessary to 
change a card when the com-

puter is running [4]. Having a USB connector 
in the front would make the process of con-
necting external bulk memory more conve-
nient.

ConClusion
The MediaPi case is not exactly inexpensive, 
but it is worth the extra money you pay. A 
standard case plus power supply and active 
USB hub can set you back around $40-45. 
For the added expense in buying a MediaPi, 
you get the advantage of a product that fits 
into a common living area, organizes cables, 
and therefore reduces the probability that 
other members of the household will com-
plain about it.

The new model B+ Raspberry Pi does not 
fit well into the MediaPi case because of the 
microSD card and the combined audio/ video 
connector. However, if you use HDMI for 

Kodi is the new name of the popular media 
center that was formerly known as XBMC. 
The developers decided on a new name be-
cause the current software has practically no 
relationship to the Xbox that served as the 
inspiration for the old name. Moreover, the 
acronym XBMC has always seemed some-
what unwieldy.

Kodi

[1]  Overview of cases:  
http://  www.  elinux.  org/  RPi_Cases

[2]  SB components:  
http://  www.  sbcshop.  co.  uk/

[3]  MediaPi case on Amazon: http://  www. 
 amazon.  com/  Limited‑Edition‑Raspberry‑M
EDIAPI‑integrated/  dp/  B00JNXERM2

[4]  Using an SD card only for a boot medium: 
http://  oskarhane.  com/  basic‑raspberry‑pi‑se
tup‑with‑raspbian/
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